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resource mapping



resilience flower

our metaphor for talking about
resilience is a flower. 

 
in nature, we have stormy days and sunny
days. when a flower is being exposed to
a storm, it can start to bend and loose
its color. when it receives enough sun,
water or other resources, the flower

can grow again and even become
stronger.

 
we also have storms in our lives. events

that make us snap a little or make us
feel out of sorts. luckily, just like the
flower, there are various resources in
and around us,. resources that can help

us bounce back after a storm. Resources
can be people, skills, things we can do,
mindset, places, etc. the good news is

that we can always expand and
strengthen these resources in order to

support our resilience.. 
 

To map these resources, you and
someone else are going to make a

beautiful resilience flower poster. each
little symbol represents a resource.

together you can then start to explore
resilience resources that can help you
to grow, just like the resilience flower



resilience flower

let's get started! 
 

Use abel's example or get your own a3
paper. 

 
If you are going to make the poster
yourself, go through each symbol.

discuss the symbol, so that you know
what it means. 

 
you can also use the example of Able. in 
 that case you can cut it out and stick it

on your a3 poster. discuss and (if
necessary) write down what you already

carry in your own resilience box.
 

Good luck on your journey to discover
your resilience resources!



This seed is you!
 

You can cut it out and write your name in it. Just
like a seed, you also have the potential to grow. 

 
Stick the seed somewhere at the bottom of the
paper. Know that everything starts with you and
that your growth is linked to how you can get
the right nutrition from your environment and

yourself.

resilience poster
in map



resilience poster
in map

The roots are your support figures!
 

To grow you need a soil. under you and roots
that connect you with the soil.. these roots are
the people who are important to you, who help
you, who give you support and love (e.g. uncle

Jos, teacher Tine, daddy, ...) to grow. they are part
of your soil to grow. 

 
Cut out the roots and paste them under the seed.
Write under each carrot the name of people with
whom you feel emotionally safe or supported by.
write by the carrot stems themselves how they

help you. e.g. by listening, by giving shelter, by
doing things for me, ...

 

supp
ort

figures



the stem represent your helping thoughts!
 

Resilient thoughts can help you get through  the
difficult times. straight. sometimes you need

thoughts that give you strength again. 
 

Cut out the stem and paste it above your seed.
write by the stem thoughts that give you energy,

give you hope, give you courage, etc. thoughts
that help you cope with the difficult situation (e.g.
I have the right people around me to comfort me, I

know that this will pass one day and that I will
find my way through this, etc....).

 
 

thoughts
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the leaves are your emotions!
 

The green leaves are for the emotions you are
feeling right now in relation to the difficult
event. What do you need to indicate that you
are feeling a certain emotion? You can also

write in the yellow leaves what helps you to
deal with these feelings. things you can do (e.g.
take time-out, rest). The things others can do

we will write down later.  
Cut out the leaves and stick them to your

flower stem. write in them the feelings you are
feeling now as the things you already know will

help you cope with the event.
 

emotions
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the petals are your talents!
 

to be able to use your strengths, you need your
talents. these ensure that you continue to shine
in what you do and that you feel strong. Next to

the talents you can also write down good
problemsolving skills, good social skills, good

behavioral regulation skills.  next to talents you
can also write down things that interest you are

you are passionated about 
 

cut out the bloom and stick it on top of the
flower stem. Then write your talents/abilities in it.
E.g. making friends, caring for animals and nature,

reading, soccer, ...).

resilience poster
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the clouds are difficult events!
 

from previous difficulties you can learn about
your resilience. what have you learned from past
clouds? a flower can rain flat, but it can also find

its way back up again. for this it needs other
resources, for example the sun, some water or

something else. 
 

cut out the cloud and stick it somewhere in
the sky. write in the cloud what has helped
you during previous difficult events in your

life. (e.g. keep exercising, take my rest on time,
keep thinking positive,...)

resilience poster
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the sun's rays are the helping actions of others
around you! which gives you warmth, just like a

real sun.
 

what can your environment do to support you in
your resilience process. . So what actions can

people around you do for you to support you in
dealing with the difficult events? e.g. walk with
you, play with you, cuddle, listen, play sports

together,...
 

cut out the sun and stick it somewhere in the sky
. and write per ray what others can do for you in

supporting your resilience process.. 

resilience poster
in map
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The birds are. Your dreams!
 

Dreams are possible. As big as you want, as free as
you want and as high as you want. 

 
Cut out the birds and stick them somewhere in
the sky and write your dreams with them, what

you would like for the future or when
everything is over. Next to dreams you can also

write down what things you do, say, have
different in your live that notice you have find a

way to overcome/deal with the event. 
 
 

resilience poster
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grass sprigs are your support groups!
 

the grass blades are the groups you belong to.
you are not alone, you have people around you in
different places. these people could help you at

times when things are going a bit less well. so it's
about groups where you feel a sense of

belonging. a feeling of "I belong", I am not alone. 
 

Cut out the grass and stick it somewhere on the
ground. and write what you can do that makes
you feel that you can contribute to others or

society. sometimes you don't have the space to do
so, that is ok to. 

resilience poster
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The grassy knoll represents participation.
 

The sense of belonging and participation. How can
you contribute to the greater whole? Can you
use your talents, qualities and knowledge to
contribute to something? This can be done in

different ways and in different places. this gives a
powerful and satisfied feeling.

 
Cut out the grass tuft and stick it somewhere on

the ground.
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These rays of sunshine stand for role models,
religion, culture and predictability.

 
These rays support the sun. this stands for your
environment and how it can be helpful. people and
groups you feel connected to and which are your

pillars of support. a handhold which makes you
feel strong. 

 
Cut out the sunbeams and paste them close to
the sun and write down role models, religion,

family or cultural rituals that help you as ways
to can improve a sense of structure and

predictability in your life.  
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